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Abstract. Bad News is an award winning game, simulation, and perfor-
mance art piece which depends on story sifting and live acting performed
simultaneously and in real time by two human performers taking on two
roles: a Wizard and an Actor. This paper offers a quantified analysis of
eighty-one playthroughs of Bad News, identifying common patterns that
were frequently used by the story sifting Wizard to unearth narratively
salient content buried in the simulation to reveal to the player. This
analysis informs the design of an in-development WizActor interface; a
tool intended to reduce the cognitive overhead of story sifting such that
future pieces of computationally assisted performance might only depend
on one person to fulfill both roles.

Keywords: Bad News · Computationally assisted performance · Story
sifting · Kismet · social simulation · WizActor.

1 Introduction

Social simulation has demonstrated itself to be a powerful tool for creating works
of interactive digital storytelling [22, 18, 20]. Social relationships and dynamics
are often a core part of resonant stories, and therefore finding ways to computa-
tionally represent them remains an important area of research for the interactive
narrative community. Thus far, many narratives driven by social simulation have
relied on the properties of emergent narrative [32], in which no formal represen-
tation of narrative structure (e.g., an Aristotelian dramatic arc [2]) is encoded,
and instead narrative patterns naturally emerge through the actions of the simu-
lated agents. These patterns are then surfaced to readers/players through mech-
anisms appropriate to the experience in question, in a process that has come to
be known as story sifting [29, 15]: somehow searching the simulated space to find
narratively salient gold amidst the dross of other simulated output.

Story sifting technology is still nascent, however, with ample room for ex-
ploration. A notable example of this can be seen in the award-winning game /
theatrical performance piece Bad News [34]. Powered by the social simulation
system Talk of the Town [30], Bad News asks players to explore a unique pro-
cedurally generated small American town with one hundred and forty years of
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simulated history. The player is tasked with three objectives: discovering the
identity of a resident that has recently passed away, searching for the deceased’s
next of kin, and delivering the eponymous bad news of their passing. Interaction
in this piece is real-time spoken communication between the player and a live
human performing as the game’s Actor, who may be asked to assume the role of
any of the hundreds of the town’s residents. Behind the scenes, another human
deemed the Wizard (so termed from Wizard-of-Oz interaction techniques [31])
is performing the role of story sifter; scouring the simulated history for mate-
rial that is narratively salient. In truth, the Wizard bears the responsibility of
both story sifter and drama manager [23], as the material they find must not
only be narratively salient, but also in service of the ultimate quality of the
player’s experience, whose needs are dynamically changing based on a number
of factors. A simple example of one such factor is the experience duration; the
designers of Bad News determined that the ideal length for a playthrogh is be-
tween forty-five and sixty minutes. Thus, the Wizard had the task of searching
the simulated history for interesting narrative patterns (e.g., starcrossed lovers,
rival businesses, disgruntled family dynamics, and other stressors of smalltown
life), but revealing them in such a way as to not make the game too easy or
too hard (e.g., laying breadcrumbs that would bring the player to the next of
kin immediately upon the start of play—even if narratively salient—would likely
produce a short and ultimately narratively unsatisfying experience). This is all
made more complex by virtue of the fact that the Wizard does not present their
findings directly, but rather conveys this information to the Actor, who bears
ultimately responsibility over how and when any of this information is revealed
to the player. Moreover, the simulated history has no GUI interface; it can only
be explored via Python code. This led to the Bad News experience resulting
in the Wizard livecoding in Python, the Actor performing with the player, and
the Wizard and Actor simultaneously communicating with each other via text
messages while performing their respective roles.

Though perhaps the spectacle of this is unique to Bad News—and indeed
likely contributed to its positive reception—it renders the game frustratingly
difficult to distribute. The work presented in this paper is an attempt to enable
all of the above in a manner which consolidates the responsibilities of Wizard
and Actor into a single role. At present, the cognitive load of simultaneously role
playing and story sifting are too much for a single person to perform. Thus, we
present the initial development of an interface intended to enable the consolida-
tion of the Actor and Wizard roles, tentatively titled the WizActor interface.
Its design draws directly from quantitative and qualitative data drawn from
dozens of Bad News playthroughs. However, though Bad News informs the de-
sign of this interface, it is intended to be generalizable enough to be applicable
in any situation in which an interactive narrative driven by social simulation and
storysifting leverages a human storyteller. This has a wide range of application
areas, from entertainment based experiences such as tabletop role-playing games
to simulated role-playing exercises for training and education.
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The contributions of this paper are the following: We present for the first time
a quantitative analysis of logs of previous Bad News playthroughs. These logs
are complete records of every Python command typed by the Wizard, but do not
include any communication between the Wizard and Actor, nor do they include
any input from the Player. Though the complete theatrical experience can’t be
recreated from a log alone, each log still offers an invaluable lens into the overall
flow of the experience. Exploring them provides a concrete look at the types
of stories and relationships that were most prevalent in Bad News, and serves
as the first quantified evaluation of this award winning game. Additionally, this
paper will present an in-development prototype of a computational story-sifting
assistant: the aforementioned WizActor interface, whose design is informed by
this analysis of Bad News. The data used in this preliminary presentation of the
WizActor interface was generated via the small social simulation system Kismet
[38], a system designed to enable authors to create simulation-rich Bad News-
like playable theatrical experiences of their own. The Kismet simulation itself
depicts a regency-era ball, authored by a professional developer with a specialty
in world simulation and procedurally generated content.

2 Related Work

This work finds itself at a cross section of many different branches of research and
practice (akin to other cross-disciplinary techniques such as Research Creation
[33]). One such branch is the theatre, both traditional and experimental. Bad
News is a piece of interactive theatre such as Coffee! A Misunderstanding, Sleep
No More, and the performances of Improbotics [13, 41, 19]. Of these three it is
most closely aligned with Improbotics, as they are both fully improvised. How-
ever, Bad News dialogue is informed by the simulation but is generated by the
human Actor, whereas improbotics uses natural language generation techniques
to produce dialogue for both human and robotic performers. Bad News is also
a piece of procedural content generation. Though there are many approaches to
procedural content generation [40, 39], Bad News takes much inspiration from
the world generation and simulation techniques of Dwarf Fortress [1]. It is also
a piece of table top role-playing akin to Dungeons and Dragons [9], a domain
which has seen its own share of of PCG research ranging from the generated
music of Bardo [25], the characters and relationships of Fiascomatic [11], and
the settings and story beats of Dear Leader [12].

Gamalyzer [24] analyzed playthroughs of Prom Week in a quantitative man-
ner, but was concerned with similarity/dissimilarity between playthroughs as
opposed to any specific patterns found in the playthroughs. Rameshkumar and
Bailey [27] performed high-level textual analysis of role playing sessions from the
Critical Role series, but as with Gamalyzer, there was no assessment of patterns
in the playthroughs. Leece and Jhala [16] used sequence mining similar to our
approach to find patterns of actions in StarCraft, but to our knowledge no one
has investigated logs of actions of simulation sifting/role playing before.
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Kismet is a tool for social simulation. While other social simulation ap-
proaches, such as PsychSim and Comme il Faut, are large systems that attempt
to operationalize specific theories from the psychology literature [17, 21], Kismet
is intentionally designed to be smaller and more accessible. Authoring for Kismet
is intended to not depend on the use of a specialized authoring tool [35] like other
social simulation systems [6]. Its design was informed by the easy-to-use philoso-
phy of Casual Creators [5], akin to other creativity enabling tools such as Tracery
[4] and Imaginarium [10].

The WizActor interface is intended to be a computational assistant for per-
forming many of the roles currently borne by the Wizard. These roles include
story-sifting through generated content to find salient emergent narrative as
backstory [15, 14], as well as performing drama management [28] to find relevant
dramatic moves to further the ongoing narrative, and even aspects of player mod-
eling [36] to shape content around the player’s predilections. Though intended
to be used as a computational assistant during live play, the WizActor interface
can also be used as a lens into the expressive range [37] of any Kismet-powered
system, assisting authors in their design of the simulation [8].

3 Quantitative Analysis of Bad News Wizard Logs

As mentioned above, Bad News is a “game about death, death notification,
and everyday life, combining deep social simulation and live performance.” [34]
The two most critical non-player roles are those of the Wizard – the one who
interprets commands from the player and interfaces with the simulation – and
the Actor – the one who takes on the role of characters in the simulation. One
of the key interactions between Wizard and Actor is where the Wizard queries
the simulation and then communicates the salient information to the Actor.
In looking to support the fusion of Wizard and Actor, we analyzed records of
the commands used by the Wizard during playthroughs of Bad News. The end
goal being an understanding of what types of information the Wizard found
salient and useful, so as to streamline the information gathering process for the
WizActor.

In total, we analyzed the logs from 81 playthroughs. The Wizard interface for
a Bad News playthrough is an interactive Python terminal that allows the Wiz-
ard to execute arbitrary code – in this analysis we wanted to find commonalities
between these commands, especially in how they relate to querying, saving, and
storing information from the simulation. As such, there were two major forms
of command:

– Print command – A command that took the form of
print(SUBJECT.INFORMATION) or print(INFORMATION), where the SUBJECT
is one of the default named entities found in Bad News (e.g., pc = ‘Player
Character’, d = ‘Deceased’, etc.) or a previously assigned entity from an
Assignment command, and INFORMATION is the specific piece of information
that is being requested (e.g., current location, family structure, residence
address, etc.).
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– Assignment command – A command that took the form of LABEL = VALUE,
where LABEL is the Wizard assigned label for the queried information (e.g.,
mom, dad, bar, susan) , and VALUE is the specific piece of information or
entity being assigned to that label.

Fig. 1: A histogram of the number of commands per playthrough across 81 runs
of Bad News.

The 81 playthroughs comprise 12,084 commands, with median length of 209
commands in a playthrough (see figure 1 for a histogram of number of commands
per playthrough). Of these 12,084 commands 16,866 (71.6%) were either a Print
or Assignment command.

Looking to the Print commands, we found that the single most common
subject (the deceased) showed up on 28.4% of all print commands (3,199 com-
mands in total), while subjects that showed up only once only accounted for
3.8% of print commands (432 commands) – the 5 most common subjects were
(1) deceased at 3,199 commands, (2) player at 1,392, (3) mom at[542, (4) dad at
463, and (5) next-of-kin at 293. Figure 2a shows the full Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) of Print command subject counts. The most common infor-
mation was in fact, no information – which in Python would display the entire
object – occurring 33.4% of the time (3,757 commands), and again the informa-
tion that was requested only once occurred 6.2% of the time (694 commands)
– the 5 most common pieces of information were (1) ∅ at 3,757 commands, (2)
location at 404, (3) occupation at 404, (4) occupations at 387, and (5) home at
311. Figure 2b shows the full Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of Print
command information counts.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2: Cumulative Distributions for Print related commands (2a for Subject, 2b
for Information)

(a) (b)

Fig. 3: Cumulative Distributions for Assignment related commands (3a for Label,
3b for Value)

Turning to the Assignment commands, we first note that they were much
less common than the Print commands – 1,048 Assignment vs 11,260 Print
commands. Another note is that the Assignment commands are not as extreme
as Print commands – the most common label (‘bars’) only accounts for 7.5%
and the most common value (d.mother, d.father) only accounts for 6.8% of
the Assignment commands respectively. We note that the discrepency in that
the most common label does not match the most common information – this
comes from the fact that ‘bars’ was often assigned to multiple times in the face
of missing information (e.g., First g.city.businesses of type(’Bar’), then
g.city.businesses of type(’Hotel’), and finally

g.city.former businesses of type(’Bar’)). The five most common labels
were (1) bars at 79 commands, (2 & 3) mom & dad at 66, (4) ‘sibs’ (sib-
lings) at 58, and (5) hotel at 32. Figure 3a shows the CDF for assignment
labels. The five most common values were (1) d.mother, d.father at 66 com-
mands, (2) d.siblings at 58 , (3) g.city.businesses of type(’Bar’) at 44,
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(4) d.love interest at 37, and (5) nok[0] at 24. Figure 3b shows the CDF for
assignment information.

Both Print and Assignment commands take the form of a Pareto distri-
bution [26] – sometimes known as the 80-20 distribution (i.e., 80% of outcomes
are due to 20% of causes and 20% of outcomes are due to 80% of causes). In the
case of Bad News Print commands – the top 5 most common subjects account
for over 50% of all use-cases, and the top 20 account for two-thirds. This means
that being able to prioritize those 20 subjects will cover the bulk of interactions,
easing the requirements for a WizActor.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4: Command usage as a function of turn number in Bad News playthroughs.

We also analyzed the time distribution of commands – knowing when they
are more likely occur can help orient the design of the WizActor interface. If they
show up early in a playthrough, then it would perhaps be best to include them
in an initialization step, while if they show up throughout the playthrough then
they should be easily accessible on the fly. Figure 4 shows the histogram of when
a subject appears in the course of the playthroughs. We see that there are a range
of patterns that appear in Bad News. The next of kin is mostly referenced at the
beginning, and would be well suited to mostly being handled in an initialization
step. The deceased is referenced most at the beginning, but is also referenced
throughout the playthrough. Finally, the player character is not referenced much
at the beginning, but is referenced throughout the playthrough, mostly for the
sake of being moved around the world. The differences in these usage patterns
speaks to the need to design different ways of accessing and manipulating the
simulation depending on the type of entity.

Finally, we wanted to assess the kinds of patterns found in the commands.
If certain patterns of commands show up commonly together, then it stands to
reason that the creation of macros to handle those patterns might be useful in
easing the burden of the WizActor. To assess this, we used Byte Pair Encoding
(BPE) [7] – a technique where the most common pair of tokens is replaced with
a new token, a process that is repeated until a vocabulary of token sequences is
filled up to a certain size. In this case, we first anonymized the variable names –
e.g. if there was a command sequence of:

dad.occupations[-1]

dad.occupations[-1].terminus.date
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We would want it to be considered the same as:

patricia.occupations[-1]

patricia.occupations[-1].terminus.date

I.e., we only care about the macro pattern of “Find the last job this person had,
and its end date”. So we turn those into:

ENTITY.occupations[-1]

ENTITY.occupations[-1].terminus.date

After running a character level BPE to fill up a vocabulary of size 5,000, we
sort the vocabulary by size, to find long, common sequences. We found some
interesting patterns emerge:

“Get general info and job information of the person you are speaking to.”
print ENTITY.all_interlocutors[INT]

print ENTITY.all_interlocutors[INT]

print ENTITY.all_interlocutors[INT].occupations

print ENTITY.all_interlocutors[INT].occupations[INT]

print ENTITY.all_interlocutors[INT].occupations[INT]

“Get the family tree of a person”
print ENTITY.father

print ENTITY.father.father

print ENTITY.mother

print ENTITY.mother.father

print ENTITY.mother.father.father

print ENTITY.mother.father.father.father

print ENTITY.mother.father.father.occupations

“Get the personality traits of a person”
print ENTITY.personality.e

print ENTITY.personality.a

print ENTITY.personality.o

print ENTITY.personality.c

print ENTITY.personality.n

All of these are sequences of commands that could be turned into macros that
get all of the information at once. Furthermore, the different types of information
could (and should) be presented to the WizActor in different ways. A family tree
is different than a history is different than the presentation of 5 numbers – each
should be presented in ways to assist the WizActor in understanding the most
salient details quickly and easily.

4 The WizActor Interface

The WizActor tool is currently a prototype and in active development. As dis-
cussed above, its primary purpose is to provide an interface that makes ex-
ploring the underlying simulation for dramatic backstory elements and inspiring
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future moves simple and accessible. Though ultimately intended for use in many
simulation-driven performance experiences, in the parlance of Bad News, it is
intended to facilitate the Wizard ’s most common needs (outlined in section 3),
such that the roles of Actor and Wizard could conceivably be collapsed and
performed by a single individual with minimal cognitive overhead.

The prototype is being developed as a web application using Data Driven
Documents (the D3.js library) [3]. Figure 7 depicts an early version of the
tool, demonstrating its initial functionality. Though the inspiration for the de-
sign of this tool comes in part from the aforementioned analysis of Bad News
playthroughs, it is intended to be usable for a variety of domains and game
experiences that depend on human performers (e.g., the Bad News “actor”, a
Tabletop Role Playing Game “game master”, etc.) parsing through, discovering,
and delivering simulation-generated content. To showcase a different narrative
domain, the underlying data used in the following examples was generated via
a Kismet simulation that represents a collection of thirty regency era socialites
attending a ball. Each character in the simulation is composed of individual
character traits (such as “snoopy”, “extrovert”, and “drunkard”), statuses (such
as “sad”, “drunk”, and “embarrassed”) and is depicted as a node in a D3 force
directed graph. The edges of the graph are directed and represent the source
character’s affinity towards the target; unbounded integers that could be nega-
tive (indicating disdain) or positive (indicating affection). In the following figures
the solid green edges represent positive affinities and the dashed red edges rep-
resent negative ones.

Figure 5 presents a view of the entire interface. The top portion depicts
the complete cast of characters, who can be added or removed from the graph
individually via checkboxes. Beneath that there is a slider that adjusts the “re-
lationship threshold” value which impacts how many edges between nodes are
drawn. Beneath that is trait and status information about a selected character
(here Penelope Leosfel), and to the right of that are buttons that highlight nar-
ratively salient patterns (such as “Find a Rival” or “Find all Friends”). Beneath
all that is, finally, the graph itself.

Being able to add characters to the graph individually is helpful; in Bad
News, for example, players were often most concerned with learning more infor-
mation about characters they had already met. This allows for the WizActor to
gradually add characters as the player encounters them, focusing the informa-
tion offered by the WizActor interface to be most pertinent to the current game.
However, as discussed in section 3, the Wizard also commonly needs to query
the simulation for information regarding characters that the player has yet to
encounter – either at the start or in media res. However, these queries nearly
always were in relationship to characters the player had already encountered
or learned about – e.g, finding the family tree of an encountered character. The
Kismet world used for this didn’t have familial relations, but finding friends, love
interests, and rivals are spiritually similar tasks. There are a set of buttons (e.g.,
Find a Friend and Find a Rival) that adds a new character to the graph who
fulfills the desired pattern when pressed. This automated search for patterns is
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Fig. 5: An early prototype of the WizActor interface using generated Kismet
data simulating a regency era ball. Solid green lines signify positive affinities,
dashed red lines represent signify negative affinities.

a simple form of story-sifting, and enables the WizActor to quickly discover new
characters to weave into the story. The patterns presented here (“friend”, “ri-
val”, etc.) were authoring decisions specific to this particular simulated world.
Kismet permits authors to create their own patterns of arbitrary complexity,
and the WizActor interface dynamically populates its search functionality based
on the current world.

Though its primary intended use case is to facilitate live story-sifting while
in-game, the WizActor interface is also a helpful mechanism for better under-
standing the generative space of a Kismet simulation, and can serve as a tool to
verify that generated content is desirable. Figures 6, 7a, and 7b highlight some
of this sanity checking.

Figure 6 depicts the results of clicking the “Find all Friends” button; it in-
troduces into the graph every character who appears in the “Friends” pattern.
Note how the resulting graph is clearly partitioned; the simulation has natu-
rally created a group of people who all love each other (through the mutually
connected solid green lines towards the top of the graph) and another group
that all despise each other (connected through the dashed red lines towards the
bottom). This is an interesting phenomenon in and of itself—it enables the au-
thor of the simulation to reflect on whether this result is desirable and to modify
the Kismet file accordingly—but it also reveals potentially interesting characters
for narrative moves. Here, there are a few characters, such as Peggy Ameham,
Geoffrey Edstock, and Dulcima Kirkford who are generally liked but who also
have connections to the “angry” group. Those characters serve as narratively
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interesting candidates if the WizActor needs to find a way to ferry the player
from one group to another.

Figures 7a and 7b highlight the significance of the aforementioned “relation-
ship threshold” value. In this Kismet world, every character has an affinity value
for every other character; depicting them all would result in a graph that is dif-
ficult to decipher. The threshold value determines the minimum magnitude a
relationship must have in order to be drawn (e.g., if the value is twelve, then
dashed red edges will only be drawn at negative twelve or less, and solid green
edges will only be drawn at twelve and above). Figure 7a has the threshold at
twenty, and consequently shows significantly fewer links, while figure 7b relaxes
the threshold to eight (and begins veering dangerously close to losing decipher-
ability). Higher numbers can be used to discover particularly strong connections
between characters, which can form the basis of narrative content. For example,
Figure 7a tells us that Alfred and Lionel have a stronger affinity for one another
than any other pair in the simulation, and Camille and Lambert are linked via
a very interesting chain of people who strongly hate each other. Both of these
phenomena were naturally occurring—but buried—in the simulation, but the
WizActor tool unearthed them easily, offering potential narrative fuel to in turn
to be surfaced to the player. Similarly, lowering the threshold consequently shows
more links, further confirming the two ’factions’ here and revealing additional
characters that could be considered “on the border” between the two groups.

Fig. 6: A depiction of the interface after the “Find all Friends” button is pressed

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents initial findings from a quantified analysis of Wizard logs
from the game Bad News. These findings revealed the commands most often
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(a) (b)

Fig. 7: Two WizActor graphs depicting character affinities. Figure 7a includes
all thirty characters with the “relationship threshold” value set to twenty. 7b is
the same but with the value at eight.

entered by the Wizard while playing Bad News, which in turn speaks to the
simulated information and emergent narrative most crucial to be surfaced for
a successful play-through. These findings have informed the development of a
WizActor interface, intended to be used in any piece of computationally assisted
table-top role-playing powered by the social simulation system Kismet. Though
the interface is still in its early stages, it shows promise as both a mechanism
for story-sifting, as well as for visualizing the generative space of Kismet simu-
lations. Additionally, the authors hope this work highlights why these types of
evaluations are important, as the insights garnered from them have the potential
to enable entirely new sets of work. We encourage other researchers and devel-
opers to analyze their own playthrough data (or make it publicly available) to
enable these valuable lines of research.

There is ample future work remaining on this project. Further analysis of Bad
News, taking player actions and Wizard -Actor communication into account, re-
mains to be performed. There is still additional wisdom learned from the existing
Bad News analysis to integrate into the WizActor interface. As this work contin-
ues, the authors hope to leverage Kismet and the WizActor interface to develop
a new “Bad News-like” game to serve simultaneously as evaluation of these sys-
tems, and a standalone piece of creative work. Once completed, the ultimate plan
is to provide these tools to all, to nurture a blossoming genre of computation-
ally assisted performance games. Additionally, a professional developer has been
working with Kismet and the WizActor interface, offering their insight and feed-
back on using these tools. Codifying this feedback could be valuable future work
of interest to interactive storytelling researchers that aspire to produce narrative
content and tools that are relevant in both academic and industry circles.
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